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‘REBUT’
by Michael Meade and Tony Wawrukiewicz

As we were writing the article concerned with 
the Belgium auxiliary marking labels (see the article 
beginning on page 4 of this newsletter), one particular 
auxiliary marking was noted on only 4 of 50 covers 
available for survey. This was the word ‘REBUT.’

Len Piszkiewicz, in his “Chicago Postal Markings 
and Postal History,’ both gives the definition and a 
reference to the Postal Laws & Regulations. The word 
is a UPU-based French word that communicates that 
an item is ‘Undeliverable.’

One of these covers is a domestic �9�� post card 
mailed from Wellin, Belgium to an addressee in 
Virton, Belgium. The card was to be ‘RETURNED TO 
SENDER’ because of an ‘INSUFFICIENT ADDRESS.’ It 
was mailed from Wellin on June 2�, received in Virton 
on June 22, returned on June 23, and reached Wellin on 
June 23. Presumably, it was upon its return to Wellin 
that it was marked ‘REBUT.’ Because it could not be 
returned to the sender as there was no return address, 
it was ‘Undeliverable.’

The second item is a �924 letter from London to 
Manage, Belgium with a return address on the enve-
lope. A Belgium label on the cover’s reverse also trans-
lates ‘INSUFFICIENT ADDRESS.’ It too was ‘REBUT,’ 
‘Undeliverable mail matter,’ presumably in Manage. It 
then apparently was sent to a British exchange office 
where it was ‘RETURNED TO SENDER/UNDELIVER-
ABLE FOR REASON STATED.’

This marking is found on only four of our labeled 
and returned Belgium items, ones dated between �892 
and �924. Perhaps this marking was placed on only 
the top item in a stack. Or perhaps later, it was placed 
on a slip of paper in front of a stack of undeliverable 
international mail.
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The President’s Message
by Ralph Nafziger

Another “Show and Tell” session was held at AmeriStamp-
Expo in Arlington, TX on February 20. Alan Warren led off with 
two examples of Danish auxiliary markings pertaining to optional 
Sunday delivery. David Eeles followed with examples of a spray 
cancellation ‘additional postage paid,’ and the use of a Forever 
stamp label, which elicited postage due. Roger Brody showed a 
number �0 cover with Prominent American stamps to Germany. 
David Straight presented an example of pneumatic mail from 
Boston with a ‘damaged mail’ label. Wayne Youngblood also 
presented examples of damaged mail and a non-standard envelope 
size that was returned to sender. Joe Crosby showed private mark-
ings on cover. Ralph Nafziger presented markings including ‘Un-
der Certificate of Posting’ with no franking, ‘Do not Use Stamping 
Machine,’ and ‘Found in Package Box Collection.’ It is interesting 
to see the variety of unusual markings that have appeared in the 
mail. Our thanks go to all presenters and attendees.

I hope to see many of you at our annual meeting at PIPEX in 
Portland, OR on May 22-24. The Board will meet Friday, May 
22 at � p.m. The membership meeting and “Show and Tell” is 
scheduled for Saturday, May 23 at � p.m. We will have a table 
which needs volunteers. Please let me know if you can help. We 
are planning on getting together for dinner Friday night.

We still need volunteers for catalog assistant editor and section 
editors, on-line subject checklist editor, and a possible auction di-
rector. Please contact any Board member if you wish to volunteer 
for any of these positions.

Our club was featured in the February issue of The American 
Philatelist in the APS Affiliates column (page 168).

The exhibiting copying service now offers three exhibits: 
“20th Century United States Auxiliary Markings Documenting 
Delay of, or Inability to Deliver the Mail: The First 50 Years,” 
by John Hotchner; “Auxiliary Markings of the German Colonies 
and Offices Abroad,” by Alfred Kugel; “First Day Covers in 
the Mailstream,” by Ralph Nafziger. Please contact me if you 
are interested in copies of any of these exhibits. If you have an 
auxiliary marking exhibit that you would like to have included in 
this activity, please let me know.

According to the bylaws, the club will be holding elections this 
year. Anyone who would like to run for any office, or who would 
like to nomiante someone to run for any office, please contact any 
member of the nominating committee. Nominating committee 
members are Nancy Clark, John Hotchner, and Alan Parsons.

Finally, if you have not already done so, please submit your 
annual dues to Jerry Johnson.

Editorial
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

When we first began publishing Auxiliary Markings, I remem-
ber that there were some members who were concerned that we 
would only pubish articles about markings of the U.S. If one looks 
at our last newsletter, where 8 of �2 pages, and this newsletter 
where 5 of �2 pages, or issue 20 where 3 �/2 of �2 pages were 
concerned with international markings, this certainly no longer 
can be the concern of anyone. Truly, even though our member-
ship is mainly based in the U.S., we have a healthy interest in the 

mails of the world.
Jerry Johnson reports that 20 members have as yet not 

paid their dues. If they do not pay them by June, they will not 
receive the July newsletter. So please renew ASAP. 

As exhibits chair of Pipex 2009, I can report that we have 
filled our frames. Remember that this show is the location of 
our annual meeting, membership meeting and our ever-popular 
“Show and Tell.”

   New Members 
     Rick Lokos (253)
   Elmer Cleary (254)       
       Charles O’Brien III (255)       

Deceased member
 Barth Healey (�78)        

Resignations
                 Tad Mackie (48) 
   M.D. Cherrington (�08)
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Those Clock-Face Receiving Auxiliary Markings
by Albert Aldam

In the October, 2008 Auxiliary Markings, Chris Masters 
showed an unusual clock-type dial that was used as a receiving 
marking on a March �, �9�5, post card. There were two small 
hands on the dial which was 23.8 mm in diameter. It was unclear 
whether this was a receiving marking of the receiving post office 
or of the Mail Order Dept. of Joslin Dry Goods Co. 

Tony Wawrukiewicz, in his editorial in the January newsletter, 
reported a second such clock-face marking owned by Richard 
Chaon. Richard’s example was on a August 2, �9�2, drop post 
card of the Duluth, Minnesota Post Office. Here the 23.8 mil-
limeter in diameter clock face, with hands pointing at �:30 pm, 
was thought to act as a receiving marking, indicating reception 
within the delivery department of the Duluth, Minnesota, post 
office department.

I believe that I have incontroversial evidence that these were 
private receiving markings, not post office department markings. 
The March 7, �9�2, postal card in Figure � was addressed to The 
Holly Sugar Co. The applied March 8, �9�2, receiving marking 
with the hand pointing at about 3:45 was that of The Holly Sugar 
Company and is labeled so (see the true-to-size marking in Figure 
2). I assume that the hands on the dial were movable, and it ap-
pears that the tip of the hand has broken off.

     Figure �

           
    Figure 2

Likewise the December 2, �9�4, Hotel Martha Washington 
23.8 mm clock-face marking in Figure 3 was a hotel receiving 
marking placed on the back of a December �, �9�4, letter ad-
dressed to a woman living at the Hotel Martha Washington.

             
    Figure 3

I have two other clock-face receiving markings. The first, 
which is too faint to reproduce here, was a June 9, �9�3, 23.8 mm 
receiving marking of the Jefferson Union Co. of Lexington, Mass. 
placed on a June 6, 1913, post card mailed from Michigan.

The second, illustrated in Figure 4, was a 26 mm receiving 
marking of the Chas. J. Smith Co. of New York City. It was placed 
on December �3, �924, in receipt of a December �2, �924, letter 
mailed to them. The hand points to 3:30 and it, too, is broken 
off.

    
   Figure 4

The first two markings I have were without a doubt applied 
by the company receiving them, and it is, in my opinion, no great 
stretch of the imagination to assume that all four of these and the 
two other clock-face markings noted in earlier newsletters were all 
of private origin. This seems to me confirmed by two other bits of 
reasoning. All six of these items were mailed to a private company 
which reasoanably would have such timed receiving markings. 
Also, the post office department used clock type markings only to 
confirm time of delivery of time-important special delivery items. 
None of the items so far seen with these clock-face markings were 
special delivery items.

At this time all of these markings have been found on items 
dated from �9�2 until �924. The cities where these companies 
are located range from Denver, Colorado to New York City. 
The similar appearance and intricate nature of the overall design 
(including the hands) and the very similar size of the clock faces 
suggest the possibility that one company manufactured the stamps. 
The breakage of the hand tips in two cases may also suggest the 
same manufacturer where a common design weakness existed. A 
little fun speculation.
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Auxiliary Marking Labels on Foreign Mail - Part II, Belgium
by Michael Mead and Tony Wawrukiewicz

This article is the second in a series about auxiliary markings 
labels found on mail to a limited number of countries. This series 
is especially concerned with labels that carry only one message 
in two languages: French (the universal UPU language) and the 
native language of the country using the labels. All the examples 
in the first article used before 1962 and all the labels in this article 
fit this criterion. In this article, the language is from the country of 
Belgium. Since Belgium has so many official languages, one had to 
be chosen for the messages on these labels and it was the majority 
official language, Dutch or, as it’s actually labeled, Flemish. 

Although the purpose of the Belgium labels is the same as those 
of Austria, there are some significant differences. First, those of 
Austria are more uniform in design and size with relatively few 
changes over the years, suggesting a national origin for them. 
Their messages are shown with the native German first, and the 
French equivalent below it. This pattern holds throughout the 
years, with only minor changes in the three basic types found. 
Also, the earliest Austrian examples are known from �887 and 
the latest 1962.

Although the labels of Belgium can also be separated into 
types by period of use, those of Belgium are far more varied and 
relatively nonuniform. With two �890s exceptions, they are only 
known used from �9�� until �983, and except for the earliest us-

ages and some ‘RETURN TO SENDER’ markings, messages are 
separated by a vertical line and lie to the left and right of each 
other. The left-most message may be in French or Flemish, and, 
depending upon the time period of use, the second message may 
be inverted relative to the first. 

With less evidence available to us (like adjacent pairs), these  
Belgium auxiliary marking labels, as best we can tell from the 
examples we have, were printed in a mixed fashion on single sheets 
of paper, and then cut from the sheets as needed. Even though they 
were probably mixed together on a sheet, identical messages were 
still located next to one another (we have two examples where this 
latter arrangement was clearly present). Unfortunately, for reasons 
just enumerated, it is not possible to use as simple a scheme or 
organization for the labels of Belgium. 

Before we attempt some type of characterization schema, in 
Table �, in alphabetical order, we list the various messages that 
have been found. English translations are generally felt to be 
accurate, but ?? are placed where there is uncertainty. Except, 
rarely, when a second ‘RETURN TO SENDER’ marking label is 
also present, these varied markings’ labels are usually found alone 
on items. On the other hand, when only one label is used, there 
may be additional stamped or manuscript markings of a clarifying 
nature added to a cover or card.

As is true for Austria, uses of these auxiliary markings labels 
in Belgium before �900 are less common. Figure � shows an �894 
registered cover from France to Belgium, where 25 centimes pays 
the international surface postage from France to Belgium, the 
other 25 centime stamp pays the registry fee. The cover was 
‘RETURNED TO SENDER’ because the recipient was ‘DECEASED’ 
(DÉCÉDÉ). Like all bilingual Austrian labels, the markings on 
Belgium labels before �900 placed the bilingual messages one 
above the other, but unlike those of Austria the message in French 
was placed superior. The cover image is reduced, but the illustra-
tions of the two labels from this cover are shown full-size below. 
All separate label illustrations in this article are actual size. Note 
the word ‘REBUT’ as an auxiliary marking meaning undeliverable.

Figure �

Table 1: Foreign Auxiliary Marking Labels - Belgium Messages
Auxiliary Marking - Fleming/French/ENGLISH 
Afwezig/Absent - GONE AWAY
Afwezig le ………Bericht afgegeven op   te     u./Absent le ………. Avis remis le   a     h. - Absent the _____ notice left the 
___ at ___ hour at M(?)
Geweigerd/Refusé - REFUSED
Huis gesloten - Bericht in de bus gestoken op  te     u./Maison fermee - Avis remis dans la boite le  te     u. - House/building 
closed  Notice/advice left/placed in the box the ___ at ___ hour.
In de bus gevonden/Trouvé à la boite - FOUND IN BOX ??
Niet Afgheaald/Non réclamé - UNCLAIMED 
Niet ten vervoer toegelaten/Non admis au transport - UNMAILABLE (NOT ADMITTED TO THE MAILS)
Onbekeng/Inconnu - UNKNOWN
Ontoereikend adres/Adresse insuffisante - INSUFFICIENT ADDRESS
Overleden/Décédé - DECEASED
Reeds betaald/Deja paye - ALREADY PAID
Terug aan afzender/Retour à l’envoyeur - RETURN TO SENDER
Vertrokken zonder adres op de geven/Parti sans laisser d’adresse - ADDRESSEE NO LONGER AT GIVEN ADDRESS
Woont niet meer op het sangeduide adres/N’habite plus a l’adresse indique - NO LONGER LIVING AT GIVEN ADDRESS
Zal aan trekker betalen/Payera au tireur -  ??
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Only four Belgium labels with this pre-�900 pattern are known 
after �900. First is a pair on a �9�� post card with an ‘INSUFFI-
CIENT ADDRESS’ (Adresse insuffisante/Ontoereikend adres)  that 
was to be ‘RETURNED TO SENDER.’ (Retour à l’envoyeur/Terug 
aan afzender). Henceforth in this article, the redundant listing of 
all three phrases will not be continued as the information is all 
recapitulated in Table �. Second is a �942 label on a letter. 

        
     �942

The fourth was on a �927 post card with nude children on the 
reverse that ‘WAS NOT ADMITTED TO THE MAILS’ or ‘Non admis 
au transport,’ or simply was ‘UNMAILABLE.’ It was ‘REBUT.’

      
     �927

The first designated type of Belgium label is first seen by us 
on a �9�5 item where the addressee was ‘UNKNOWN.’ In this 
first, really different style from that of Austria, the messages are 
in capital letters with the French phrase on the left, the Flemish 
phrase to the right. Five different examples are known, used from 
�9�5 until �939.

     
      �9�5

       
     �923-7

      
          �923-5

   
        �935

      
     �939

One example with capital letters and the order reversed has 
been seen in �943.

       
     �943

The next type of label is in lower case except for the first letter, 
and it carries the French phrase on the left, the Flemish phrase to 
the right. The central line is complete. Ten examples are known, 
from �924 until �949.

     
       �924

     
        1926

      
        �933

      
        1936
  

         
                    1936

         
       �940
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           �940-5
    

              
      �940-5

         
       �94�

         
       �949

The next type of label is very similar to the last except that it 
carries the French phrase on the right and the Flemish phrase to 
the left. Only two examples are known, from �939 and �940.

        
      �939

      
    �940

With this next type of label again see the lower case except 
for the first letter, and, it carries the French phrase on the left, the 
Flemish phrase to the right except the central line is incomplete. 
Six examples are known, from 1951 until 1960.

            .
        �95�

         
     1955-60

    

      �957

         
       �957

         
       1960 

         
       1960

With this next type of label the central line remains incomplete, 
the lower case except for the first letter remains, but it carries the 
French phrase on the right, the Flemish phrase to the left. Only 
three examples are known, from �957 until �983.

      
     �957

         
            �978

     
    �983

The most remarkable type of label has its central line complete, 
the lower case except for the first letter remains, but it carries  
one phrase on the left while the second phrase is inverted on the 
right. The example on the �975 domestic Belgium letter in Figure 
2 carries the Flemish message at the left and the French message 
inverted on the right. But we have other reversed examples. The 
label translates as ‘NO LONGER LIVING AT GIVEN ADDRESS.’ 
Also note the ‘RETURN TO SENDER’ handstamp on the cover. 
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       Figure 2
The eight examples shown in the following list could just as 

easily been shown with the French or Flemish message on the left 
because they appear in all possible configurations on the envelopes 
and cards we have.

           
      1968

 

        
     1969

           
      �975

        
     �975-9

  
     �975-9

        
      �979

       
      �979

        
      �98�

Three oddball labels follow that are different enough that they 
are not readily characterized. The first is from 1938, and it is the 
only one that is entirely in italics.

    
     �938
   
The other two atypical labels are the only two that have a label 

in three vertical languages, French, Flemish, and German, with 
the second line in italics.

 

               
   1968

       
    �978

Because the labels of Austria were so uniform, the first article 
on these labels was able to characterize them in tables by size, 
format, and color. Almost all Belgium labels, like the Austrian, 
contain a single type of auxiliary marking in two languages. On 
the other hand, as one glances at all the labels illustrated in this 
article, one sees that the Belgium labels are otherwise not so 
readily characterized. 

Although there are some consistencies to be noted, they vary in 
format from two vertical lines of text without line margins to two 
vertical lines of text with line margins to mainly two horizontal 
pairs of text with line margins. Although the horizontal demensions 
of the line boxes found on most Belgium labels are the same, their 
height is quite variable, with this height not always related to the 
amount of text contained in the label.

There is some consistency in the color of the labels with most 
of the early ones up to �940 printed on light brown stock, while 
the later ones are generally printed on stock that is some shade 
of white.

The Austrian labels all have the text in a vertical format (Ger-
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Stamp Impressions from Stamps from 1950’s to 1960’s Post Office
by Ralph Nafziger and Tony Wawrukiewicz

    

  

  

  

  

  

   

One of us, Ralph Nafziger, successfully bid on a lot of auxiliary 
marking rubber stamps from a city that used them in the �950s. 
This is clear from the fact that there is a ‘CERTIFIED MAIL’ 
marking (only available after �954) and an ‘AIR PARCEL POST’ 
marking (available after �948).

In addition, the “Forwarded, Fee not claimed’ marking was 
probably not used after the late �950s from the experience of 
Wawrukiewicz. That is, only one use of this marking is known 
after the late �950s (used with the �954 Liberty series).

Note that a good number of the impressions obtained from 
the rubber stamps in this collection are not clear and well-im-
printed. This is due to the fact that the stamps are generally quite 
worn (which may be why they were made available at auction 
on Ebay).

As one looks at the varied markings, it is clear that the set is 
incomplete. One can conclude this from the fact that many im-
portant types of markings are not found in the impressions. For 
instance there are no “REGISTERED’ or ‘SPECIAL DELIVERY’ 
markings. One would also expect to find ‘C.O.D.’, ‘RETURN 
RECEIPT REQUESTED’, ‘UNCLAIMED’, ‘UNMAILABLE’, 
and ‘MISSENT’ markings as well as many other common mark-
ings used by the typical post office. Further examples of missing 
markings will be found in the associated article for the auxiliary 
markings of Carlyle, IN found elsewhere in this newsletter.

We assume that the rubber stamps used for these markings 
were tossed out or given away because they were worn, and other 
markings stamps were still in usable condition.

man text above the French text). As has been noted above, the 
Flemish text may be above the French text, may be in a left-right 
pattern with the Flemish language left or right of the French text, 
or where the second horizontal language is inverted compared 
to the first. Although the fonts and font sizes are often the same, 
unlike most of those from Austria, there is more variation in the 
fonts used, and the size of the fonts used.

So, are there conclusions to be made about the labels of Bel-
gium? We believe that the concept of labels was a national one 
in that they did change their general appearance in a somewhat 

patterned manner. However, their relative lack of uniformity is 
suspected to reflect local production of the labels by many sup-
pliers, suppliers who did not adhere to national requirements, if 
there were many. This was not true for the Austrian labels.

One thing about the Belgium labels puzzles us. Why did 
the latest group involve inversion of one of the languages? 
And, was the French text always inverted? Was this a 
political statement? Was this done because the label 
was frequently placed upside down on a letter, and therefore 
the message could be read however the label was placed?
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Carlisle is in Sullivan County, Indiana, about �00 miles south-
west of Indianapolis. (2000 Census population was 2660 people, 
however, it only has 286 households because there is a prison 
located there with 2126 inmates--both stats from Wikipedia.  I 
could not find an earlier census.)  It had 169 PO Boxes and 499 
RFD customers in the 1947 Postal Guide and �72 PO Boxes and 
522 RFD customer boxes per the Postal Guide for �949.  It was 
a Third class post office in the 1937, 1941, and 1943 PG’s, with 
salary listed at $�900, $�900, and $2�00 respectively for those 
three years. I did not have a �945 PG, and the salary information 
is not listed in the �947 and �949 PG.  When it was promoted to 
a Second Class post office is not known, but obviously between 
�943 and �947.

The first page in the earlier Account Book (1946-1947) shows 
that an Ozro Lashau(w?) was postmaster, commissioned June �7, 
�94�, and had an annual salary $3400 for both years. From the 

                 

                 

               

                    

        

                     

             

                       

                 

           

           

          

  

        

              

       

                    

             

                     

               

           

    

            

             

Auxiliary Marking Stamps Impressions for Carlisle Post Office - 1946-7
by Michael Ludeman

Account Book for 1946-47, the total receipts were $18,953.01, and 
for the second Book for 1947-48, the receipts were $23,468.98.

I tried to match this with the tables for postmaster’s salaries in 
the PL&R but there must have been at least one interim schedule 
of salaries between those published in the PL&R’s for �940 and 
�948. In the 1940 PL&R, a salary of $3400 implied that the post 
office would have had receipts between $60,000 and $75,000, 
and that the office was a First Class office (sec. 424, page 194). 
By the 1948 PL&R, a salary of $3400 implied that the post of-
fice had receipts only between $7000 and $8000, and that the 
office was a Third Class office. Receipts of $22,000 to $27,000 
indicated a salary of $2,800 and a Second Class post office (sec 
�37.30, page 852). 

Of interest to our readers, as an inventory, within the account 
book were images of all the rubber stamps available to the post-
master. Copies of these images are all produced below.
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Hmmm?
by Dennis Ladd and Tony Wawrukiewicz

Presented are two somewhat atypi-
cal items, one with much more than 
just an insufficient address, the other 
abusing the penalty mail system (the 
label and auxiliary marking are shown 
at correct size). 

The War Department item is from 
Dennis Ladd. Penalty mail of the time 
sent airmail required airmail postage 
(6¢/oz airmail postage correctly paid). 
But it’s hard to imagine this item to be 
‘W.D. ESSENTIAL OFFICIAL MAIL’ or 
even containing material that should 
have been sent as penalty mail as it 
is addressed to a sporting equipment 
company!

The label on the unaddressed item from a 2008 mailing is 
‘RETURN TO SENDER/FOR BETTER ADDRESS - INSUFFI-
CIENT ADDRESS.’ There certainly was a need for more than 
a better address. How about any address at all? 

  

             

  

      

        

                   

                 

      

       

                       

                  

                   

               

                  

          

            


